
GY111 Physical Geology

Evolution of the Continents
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Presentation Notes
GY111 Physical Geology lectures on the Evolution of the Continents.



Important Terms
• Craton: interior of continents made of stable 

Precambrian and Paleozoic rocks.
• Shield: portion of Craton composed of older 

Precambrian rocks.
• Platform: portion of Craton made of younger 

relatively undeformed Paleozoic sediments.
• Orogenic belt: belts of deformed rocks on the 

perimeter of the continents that form mountains 
(Appalachians, Cordillera, Andes).
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Presentation Notes
Important Terms:1. Craton: interior of continents made of stable Precambrian and Paleozoic rocks.2. Shield: portion of Craton composed of older Precambrian rocks.3. Platform: portion of Craton made of younger relatively undeformed Paleozoic sediments.4. Orogenic belt: belts of deformed rocks on the perimeter of the continents that form mountains (Appalachians, Cordillera).



North American Continent
• Note that the Canadian 

Shield and Interior Platform 
compose the N.A. Craton.

• The N.A. craton is bounded 
by younger orogenic belts: 
Grenville and Appalachian 
on the east, and the 
Cordilleran on the west.

• The Atlantic and Gulf 
coastal plain rim the craton 
on the southeast.

• The ocean shoreline is on a 
flooded portion of 
continental crust.

• The limit of the continental 
crust is the continental shelf 
edge.
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Presentation Notes
North American Continent:1. Note that the Canadian Shield and Interior Platform compose the N.A. Craton.2. The N.A. craton is bounded by younger orogenic belts: Grenville and Appalachian on the east, and the Cordilleran on the west.3. The Atlantic and Gulf coastal plain rim the craton on the southeast.4. Note that the current ocean shoreline does not correspond to the continent/ocean crustal boundary – it is always on the flooded portion of the continental crust.5. The actual limit of continental crust is the continental shelf.



N.A. Platform Domes & Basins
• Domes trap 

important 
mineral 
resources.

• Formation of 
Dome and 
Basin structures 
mark fault 
offsets in 
Precambrian 
basement.

• Domes & 
Basins are 
caused by 
faulting in the 
Precambrian 
basement.

Note that the Shield and Platform comprise the 
Craton. In North America the Craton is flanked by the 
Appalachian and Cordilleran orogenic belts.
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Presentation Notes
N.A. Platform Domes & Basins:1. Domes trap important mineral resources.2. Formation of Dome and Basin structures mark fault offsets in Precambrian basement.3. Domes & Basins are caused by faulting in the Precambrian basement.4. Note that the Shield and Platform comprise the Craton. In North America the Craton is flanked by the Appalachian and Cordilleran orogenic belts.



World Continental Rock Types 
& Ages 

• Oldest rocks tend to be in 
center of continents.

• Continents tend to have 
triangular shapes.

• Where Archean rocks are 
on a continental margin 
marks a recent rift zone.

• Accumulations of 
Mesozoic and Cenozoic 
orogenic belts mark active 
convergent zones.

• Broad zones of recent 
Mesozoic & Cenozoic 
orogenic activity marks 
convergent plate accretion.
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World Continental Rock Types & Ages :1. Oldest rocks tend to be in center of continents.2. Continents tend to have triangular shapes.3. Where Archean rocks are on a continental margin marks a recent rift zone.4. Accumulations of Mesozoic and Cenozoic orogenic belts mark active convergent zones where significant continental accretion has occurred.



Appalachian Physiographic & 
Geologic Provinces

• Physiographic provinces:
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Appalachian Physiographic & Geologic Provinces:Appalachian Plateau.Appalachian Valley & Ridge.Appalachian Blue Ridge.Appalachian Piedmont.Appalachian Coastal Plain.Continental Shelf.



Appalachian Physiographic 
Provinces (W to E)

• Appalachian Plateau.
• Appalachian Valley & Ridge.
• Blue Ridge.
• Piedmont.
• Coastal Plain.
• Continental Shelf.
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Presentation Notes
Appalachian Physiographic Provinces (W to E):1. Appalachian Plateau: Flat elevated edge of the platform.2. Appalachian Valley & Ridge: Alternating valleys and ridges oriented along the Appalachian trend.3. Appalachian Blue Ridge: highest elevations in the Appalachians. Composed of erosionally resistant crystalline metamorphic and igneous rocks.4. Appalachian Piedmont: foothills of the eastern Appalachians. Bedrock is composed of igneous and metamorphic rocks.5. Appalachian Coastal Plain: low elevation plain composed of the erosional remains of the Appalachians.6. Continental Shelf.



Appalachian Plateau

• Composed of relatively undeformed 
Paleozoic sedimentary rocks (Domes & 
Basins).

• Deformation is limited to gentle domes and 
basins.

• Paleozoic sediments rest on Precambrian 
rocks of the shield.

• The A.P. is part of the stable platform of 
North America
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Presentation Notes
Appalachian Plateau:1. Composed of relatively undeformed Paleozoic sedimentary rocks (Domes & Basins).2. Deformation is limited to gentle domes and basins.3. Paleozoic sediments rest on Precambrian rocks of the shield.4. The A.P. is part of the stable platform of N.A.



Appalachian Valley & Ridge 
(Fold & Thrust Belt)

• Composed of Paleozoic sedimentary rocks.
• Folded and thrust-faulted by the Alleghenian orogeny at 

the end of the Paleozoic (approx. 200 Ma).
• Alleghenian orogeny was the result of the collision 

between Laurentia (ancient NA) and Godwana (ancient 
Africa) to form Pangea.

• The folding of erosionally resistant and non-resistant 
rocks produces the valley & ridge topography.

• Much of the Valley & Ridge exposed at the surface has 
been transported many tens of kilometers to the NW by 
thrust faults.
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Presentation Notes
Appalachian Valley & Ridge (Fold & Thrust Belt):1. Composed of Paleozoic sedimentary rocks.2. Folded and thrust-faulted by the Alleghenian orogeny at the end of the Paleozoic.3. Alleghenian orogeny was the result of the collision between Laurentia and Godwana to form Pangea.4. The folding of erosionally resistant and non-resistant rocks produces the valley & ridge topography.5. Much of the Valley & Ridge has been transported many tens of kilometers to the NW by thrust faults.



Thrust Faults: Common in the 
Appalachian Fold & Thrust Belt

• Thrust faults 
place deeper 
older rocks on 
top of younger 
sequences

• Thrusts may 
transport the 
upper block many 
tens of kilometers 
from its source.
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Presentation Notes
Appalachian Fold & Thrust BeltNumerous thrust faults (low-angle reverse) transport thrust sheets many kilometers toward the craton during the Alleghenian orogeny.As rock are thrust up and over “ramps” the upper fault block will fold into and anticline-syncline zero plunge structure.Many thrust are topographically expressed as escarpments because of the juxtaposition of rocks of different erosional succeptibility.  



Appalachian Blue Ridge

• Metamorphic and igneous rocks that range in 
age from Neoproterozoic to Paleozoic.

• Represents the deep crustal rocks of the 
Magmatic Arc associated with the subduction 
zone that consumed the proto-Atlantic ocean 
(Iapetus) during Early- to Mid-Paleozoic time.

• Some terranes in the Blue Ridge may be exotic 
(i.e. not part of Laurentia).

• The entire Blue Ridge has been transported 
onto Laurentia along far-travelled thrust faults.
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Presentation Notes
Appalachian Blue Ridge:1. Metamorphic and igneous rocks that range in age from Neoproterozoic to Paleozoic.2. Represents the deep crustal rocks of the Magmatic Arc associated with the subduction zone that consumed the proto-Atlantic ocean (Iapetus).3. Some terranes in the Blue Ridge may be exotic.4. The entire Blue Ridge has been transported onto Laurentia along far-travelled thrust faults.



Appalachian Piedmont

• Neoproterozoic (0.8 – 0.55 Ga) high-grade 
metamorphic rocks intruded by mid- to late-
Paleozoic granite intrusions.

• Represents a micro-continent that “docked” with 
Laurentia during mid-Paleozoic time.

• Sutured to the Blue Ridge along a wide fault 
zone termed the Brevard Fault zone. This fault 
zone displays evidence of significant strike-slip 
motion during Paleozoic time.
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Appalachian Piedmont:1. Neoproterozoic high-grade metamorphic rocks intruded by mid- to late-Paleozoic granite intrusions.2. In the southern Appalachians the Piedmont terrane represents a micro-continent that “docked” with Laurentia during mid-Paleozoic time.3. Sutured to the Blue Ridge along a wide fault zone termed the Brevard Fault zone. This fault zone displays evidence of significant strike-slip motion during late Paleozoic time.



Appalachian Coastal Plain

• Composed of Mesozoic to Cenozoic sediments 
shed from the erosion of the Appalachians.

• Coastal Plain sediments rest unconformably on 
Paleozoic basement rocks (Uplift and erosion 
occurred during Permian and Triassic time).

• Coastal Plain sediments obscure the subsurface 
suture between Laurentia and Godwana.

• Coastal plain sediments represent the formation 
of a passive continental margin during the 
Mesozoic rifting apart of Pangea.
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Appalachian Coastal Plain:1. Composed of Mesozoic to Cenozoic sediments shed from the erosion of the Appalachians.2. Coastal Plain sediments rest unconformably on Paleozoic basement rocks (Uplift and erosion occurred during Permian and Triassic time).3. Coastal Plain sediments obscure the subsurface suture between Laurentia and Godwana.4. Coastal plain sediments represent the formation of a passive continental margin during the Mesozoic rifting apart of Pangea.



Appalachian Continental Shelf

• The Appalachian Continental Shelf is simply the 
flooded portion of the eastern margin of North 
America.

• Coastal Plain sediments extend along the top of 
the continental shelf to the shelf edge. Many of 
these formations yield petroleum energy 
products.

• Deeper portions of the crust below the shelf are 
composed of Godwanan (African) Precambrian 
basement rocks.
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Presentation Notes
Appalachian Continental Shelf:1. The Appalachian Continental Shelf is simply the flooded portion of the eastern margin of North America.2. Coastal Plain sediments extend along the top of the continental shelf to the shelf edge. Many of these formations yield petroleum energy products.3. Deeper portions of the crust below the shelf are composed of Godwanan (African) Precambrian basement rocks.



Alabama Geological Provinces

1

2

3

4

5

 Gulf Coastal Plain (1)
 Appalachian Plateau (2)
 Valley & Ridge (Foreland Fold & Thrust) (3)
 Northern Ala. Piedmont (Blue Ridge) (4)
 Inner Piedmont (5)

• (1) K to Q age clastic and minor 
carbonate sediments.
• (2) M to |P age clastic and carbonate 
sedimentary rocks.
• (3) Cambrian to |P clastic and carbonate 
sedimentary rocks.
• (4)  Late Proterozoic to Devonian 
metaclastic and metavolcanic rocks 
intruded by Paleozoic plutons.
• (5) 1.2 Ga Grenville basement 
unconformably overlain by late Proterozoic 
cover  sequence.
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Alabama Geological Provinces: (1) K to Q age clastic and minor carbonate sediments. (2) M to |P age clastic and carbonate sedimentary rocks. (3) Cambrian to |P clastic and carbonate sedimentary rocks. (4)  Late Proterozoic to Devonian metaclastic and metavolcanic rocks intruded by Paleozoic plutons. (5) 1.2 Ga Grenville basement unconformably overlain by late Proterozoic cover  sequence.



North American Cordillera

• Physiographic 
provinces.

• Cordillera is 
Spanish for 
“backbone”

• The Cordillera 
extends from 
Alaska to 
Argentina.
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North American Cordillera Physiographic Provinces:Rio Grande Rift.Rocky Mt.s.Colorado Plateau.Snake River Plain.Columbia Plateau.Basin & Range.Sierra Nevada.Cascades.Coast Ranges.



Cordillera North American 
Provinces

• Colorado Plateau
• Rio Grande Rift
• Rocky Mountains (Front Range)
• Sierra Nevada
• Basin & Range
• Columbia River Plateau
• Snake River Plain
• Coast Range
• Cascades Range
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Physiographic Provinces:1. Colorado Plateau2. Rio Grande Rift3. Rocky Mountains (Front Range)4. Sierra Nevada5. Basin & Range6. Columbia River Plateau7. Snake River Plain8. Coast Range9. Cascades Range



Colorado Plateau

• Uplifted portion of the continent from “under-
plating” of young Farallon plate oceanic 
lithosphere during Cretaceous.

• Uplift most dramatic during Cenozoic time- led to 
down-cutting rivers incising the Grand Canyon.

• Continental lithosphere is thinned and intruded 
by magma generating volcanic activity.
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Presentation Notes
Colorado Plateau:1. Uplifted portion of the continent from “under-plating” of young Farallon plate oceanic lithosphere during Cretaceous.2. Uplift most dramatic during Cenozoic time- led to down-cutting rivers incising the Grand Canyon.3. Continental lithosphere is thinned and intruded by magma generating volcanic activity.



Rio Grande Rift
• Incipient continental rift zone in central New Mexico.
• In New Mexico the Rio Grande river flows within the 

central rift valley.
• The continental lithosphere is anomalously thin – only 15 

km thick. This produces a large positive gravity anomaly.
• The continental rift zone is marked by bi-modal volcanic 

activity including the Jemez super volcano.
• Most uplift and volcanic activity is Tertiary in age.
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Rio Grande Rift:1. Incipient continental rift zone in central New Mexico.2. In New Mexico the Rio Grande river flows within the central rift valley.3. The continental lithosphere is anomalously thin – only 15 km thick. This produces a large positive gravity anomaly.4. The continental rift zone is marked by bi-modal volcanic activity including the Jemez super volcano.5. Most uplift and volcanic activity is Tertiary in age.



Rocky Mountains (Front Range)

• Fault-block bounded mountains that represent 
vertical uplifts that accommodate erosion of 
uplifted areas.

• Many of the exposed metamorphic and igneous 
rocks were first deformed in Cretaceous by the 
Laramide orogeny.

• During Cretaceous time the Front Range 
corresponded to the subduction zone where the 
Farallon plate was being subducted below North 
America.
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Presentation Notes
Rocky Mountains (Front Range):1. Fault-block bounded mountains that represent vertical uplifts that accommodate erosion of uplifted areas.2. Many of the exposed metamorphic and igneous rocks were first deformed in Cretaceous by the Laramide orogeny.3. During Cretaceous time the Front Range corresponded to the subduction zone where the Farallon plate was being subducted below North America.



Basin & Range
• Zone of Fault-Block mountains generated 

by large-scale east-west extension of the 
lithosphere.

• The normal faults generate uplifted 
footwall “horsts” that form the mountains, 
and the down-faulted “grabens” form the 
valleys.  

• Many of the normal faults are curved 
(listric) so that the dip angle is low at 
depth. 
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Presentation Notes
Basin & Range:1. Zone of Fault-Block mountains generated by large-scale east-west extension of the lithosphere.2. The normal faults generate uplifted footwall “horsts” that form the mountains, and the down-faulted “grabens” form the valleys.  3. Many of the normal faults are curved (listric) so that the dip angle is low at depth. 



Sierra Nevada

• Highest topographic relief in U.S. 48 
states.

• Produced by high-angle reverse faulting.
• Much of the exposed rocks consist of 

Cretaceous granite and diorite.
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Sierra Nevada:1. Highest topographic relief in U.S. 48 states.2. Produced by high-angle reverse faulting.3. Much of the exposed rocks consist of Cretaceous granite and diorite.



Columbia River Plateau

• Produced from enormous fissure type 
eruptions of basalt lava.

• Ultimately generated by the hot spot 
overridden by North America beginning 
about 17 Ma.

• Volume of erupted lava = 175,000 cubic 
kilometers. Area covered = 164,000 
square kilometers.
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Presentation Notes
Columbia River Plateau:1. Produced from enormous fissure type eruptions of basalt lava.2. Ultimately generated by the hot spot overridden by North America beginning about 17 Ma.3. Volume of erupted lava = 175,000 cubic kilometers. Area covered = 164,000 square kilometers.



Snake River Plain

• Long curved valley that began forming 11-
12 Ma.

• Tracks the path of the Hot Spot as North 
America has drifted west.

• Underlain by felsic volcanic rocks 
produced by the hot spot melting lower 
continental crustal rocks.
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Presentation Notes
Snake River Plain:1. Long curved valley that began forming 11-12 Ma.2. Tracks the path of the Hot Spot as North America has drifted west.3. Underlain by felsic volcanic rocks produced by the hot spot melting lower continental crustal rocks.



Coast Ranges

• Mountains immediately adjacent to the 
Pacific Ocean along the west coast of 
North America.

• The ranges have a variety of geological 
sources such as thrust faulting 
(Washington) volcanic activity (Alaska) or 
transpressional deformation along the San 
Andreas transform fault (California).
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Presentation Notes
Coast Ranges:1. Mountains immediately adjacent to the Pacific Ocean along the west coast of North America.2. The ranges have a variety of geological sources such as thrust faulting (Washington) volcanic activity (Alaska) or transpressional deformation along the San Andreas transform fault (California).



Cascade Ranges

• Produced by subduction of the Farallon 
plate below northwest North America.

• Subduction produces felsic igneous 
activity along a volcanic arc.

• The Cascade volcanoes tend to erupt 
explosively because of the felsic high-
viscosity magma generated in the 
subduction zone.
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Presentation Notes
Cascade Ranges:1. Produced by subduction of the Farallon plate below northwest North America.2. Subduction produces felsic igneous activity along a volcanic arc.3. The Cascade volcanoes tend to erupt explosively because of the felsic high-viscosity magma generated in the subduction zone.



Tectonic History of the North 
American West Margin

• 30Ma: Farallon 
plate was 
subducted along 
the entire margin.

• 20Ma – present: 
plate motion of NA 
west caused 
subduction of the 
east-Pacific ocean 
ridge.
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Presentation Notes
Tectonic History of the North American West Margin:1. 30Ma: Farallon plate was subducted along the entire margin.2. 20Ma – present: plate motion of NA west caused subduction of the east-Pacific ocean ridge.



Continental Accretion
• Subduction 

produces new 
continental 
lithosphere.

• Even if the 
overriding plate is 
oceanic it will 
gradually be 
converted to 
continental.
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Presentation Notes
Continental Accretion:1. Subduction produces new continental lithosphere.2. Even if the overriding plate is oceanic it will gradually be converted to continental.



Wilson 
Cycle

• A supercontinent 
acts like a thermal 
“blanket” trapping 
heat in the 
asthenosphere.

• The hot 
asthenosphere 
begins to convect 
causing a 
continental rift.

• The super continent 
is broken apart but 
eventually re-
assembles 
beginning the cycle 
again.
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Wilson Cycle:1. A supercontinent acts like a thermal “blanket” trapping heat in the asthenosphere.2. The hot asthenosphere begins to convect causing a continental rift.3. The super continent is broken apart but eventually re-assembles beginning the cycle again.



Construction 
of Pangaea

• The drifting continents in 
Paleozoic time 
eventually assembled 
into the super continent 
Pangea at the end of the 
Paleozoic.

• The Paleozoic 
continents were created  
when the 
Neoproterozoic Rodinia 
super continent rifted 
apart.
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Presentation Notes
Construction of Pangaea:The drifting continents in Paleozoic time eventually assembled into the super-continent Pangea at the end of the Paleozoic.The Paleozoic continents were created  when the Neoproterozoic Rodinia super-continent rifted apart.



Exam Summary

• Know terms such as craton, shield, and 
stable platform that refer to distinct 
geologic provinces.

• Know the physiographic provinces of the 
Appalachians and Cordillera by geography 
and geologic characteristics.

• Be able to explain the Wilson cycle.
• Know when Rodinia and Pangea existed 

and how they are related to the Wilson 
cycle.
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Presentation Notes
Exam Summary:1. Know terms such as craton, shield, orogenic belt, and stable platform that refer to distinct geologic provinces.2. Know the physiographic provinces of the Appalachians and Cordillera by geography and geologic characteristics.3. Be able to explain the Wilson cycle.4. Know when Rodinia and Pangea existed and how they are related to the Wilson cycle.
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